Short motivation description for the
Contract Draft to European Confederation
The draft is based on the unity (harmony) of logic (human sence) and law.
1.

Logical reasons
Answer to the three major quesions (triple) of Aristoteles:
a./ Why?
European memberstates should live in an organic unity with keeping all their freedom rights too.
b./ What?
Coordinate the spiritual, mental and material needs and possibilities of the people while keeping
the conditions of their freedom in respect.
c./ How?
- European enforcement of really implement subsidiarity in memberstates
- Enforcement of implementing real democracy within memberstates
- Enforced solidarity among memberstates while keeping alive self esteem and identity
consciousness

2.

Legal reasons
EU is unacceptable due to its federative approach formulated in Lisbon Treaty, eliminating
independence of memberstates through the so-called „exclusive competencies”, thus putting
memberstates into serving alien interests.
It also forces memberstates giving up subsidiarity and so missing possiblity of success in democracy
or solidarity.
The four liberal principles (free movement of goods, capital, people and services) mean dependence
(and defenceless) towards alien interests.
Instead of the pattern of federalism, failed with moral-based economical crisis, we need a new
paradigm which dissolve the unacceptable phenomena, the paradigm that can be incarnated in
confederalism which can solve the crisis of Europe.
The transition from social-communist or from liberal-capitalist federalism to confederalism that holds
natural values means transition from unsystematic world to implemented systemised approach.
Paradigm change also means that the judical system should follow the changes in social
coexistence rules.
The base of social-communist economy is exluding the private interests against social class interests.
The socialist „planned economy” is the mean of this deformed approach, shows like a system in its
really disordered way.
The base of liberal-capitalist economy means the inevitably unbalanced supply-manipulated demand.
Ie not willing to even show an order but accept the accidental co-existence of isolated elements, the
chaos.
Refusing the restrictions in the Lisbon Treaty, and changing federation into confederation means
organic co-existence of all areas of Europe through European economy working as real system with
coordinating the demands and possibilities.
The changes in the judical systems are according to this too.
Some consequencies of changing the way of thinking (paradigm change) that can be based on the
Hungarian model (the values of the traditions according to so-called values of the Hungaian Saint
Crown, which is rather a constitution than an object or even a symbol):
a./ Lowful rules of European Confederation mean harmonizing the intentional coordination of
memberstates.
b./ Elaboration of rules in closed logical system from emerging decision situation up to resolution.

- 2 Knowing the public interest data and recognising the decision situation is basic right for every,
thus it must be enforcemented in cases of establishing, modifying ofr ceasing international
relations as well.
c./ Since international contracts are part of memberstates’ judical system, their coming into effect,
confirmation, modification or cancellation should be according to judical practice and process of
the memberstates.
d./ Usage of national language is absolute in all lawful rules. If it is agreed by the decision makers,
the international expression can be added in parantheses.
2.1

Contract about European Confederation is base to implement natural values in a logical system, it
appoints means and conditions for universal freedom of memberstates and humankind.

2.2

Contract about European Confederation contains basic principles that are basic to live in organic unity
for each memberstates, such as
a./ supporting spiritual, mental and material conditions for freedom, and
b./ determine means that are needed to protect these.

2.3

Law about European Confederation is based on the unity of the decision making flow. Thus its
institutions are:
a./
b./
c./

2.4

European Confederation offers coordination of needs and possibilities to memberstates in the
following specific areas:
a./
b./
c./
d./
e./
f./
g./
h./
i./
j./
k./
l./
m./

2.5

Council of European Confedereration, as decision making institute,
Boards of Social Groups as decision preparation institutes, (while...)
Control Commission of European Confederation, to check the implementation and
consequencies of implementations, and responsible for feedback of conclusions.

health care,
education,
culture,
religion,
defence,
agriculture,
industry,
energetics,
service industry,
tourism,
trade,
personnal transport,
transfer of goods.

Memberstates of the European Confederation should have independent monetary economy. Base
funds for national currency is the increase of spiritual, mental and material national wealth. Thus
enlarging possibilities are according to needs.
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